
Notes on the Prototype
Since the 1970's many Yl4A "Salmons" have been fitted with
extending crane jibs. Under TOPS they are usually recoded YFA/YWA.

The cranes allow the wagons to be easily loaded and unloaded during
engineering works. The jibs extend sideways to allow the track to be
lowered to the ground parallel to the wagon.

Crane jibs by Geismar are depicted in this pack, though others are
used too. Some wagons are fitted with up to four cranes, though
most carry two.

When carrying long welded rails, Salmons often run in semi-fixed
rakes of five wagons; with cranes fitted to the centre wagon and
those on the ends. Wagons used like this should have a full
complement of five bolsters and stanchions.

Although they all perform a similar function, there are numerous
detail differences between the wagons; indeed, it does sometimes
seem that no two wagons are the same, with variations in the
positioning, type and number of crane jibs, and the types of handrail
used. Some wagons have no handrails at all.

The kit pack contains a pair of cast resin cranes, along with etched
handrails, details, stabilising chains (loose or tensioned) and a drilling
template to ensure fitting is neat and accurate.

Both 5'6 and 8'bogie types have been observed on Salmons fitted
with cranes. Both bogie types are available as one-piece mouldings
from the N-Gauge society.

A small number of Salmons have been fitted with roofs too. They are
sometimes known as bedsteads. The N-Gauge society is planning to
release an etch to enable these types to be modelled.

You are advised to paint the crane jibs and handrails before
assembly, and to use cyanoacrylate "superglue" or impact adhesive
to fit them to the wagons.
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Preparing the Cranes
The Crane jibs are best cleaned up and painted before fitting to the wagon.

Clean the castings with a cream cleanef, Brush or spray paint. The vast majority
ofthe cranes are yellow, though a few are painted white. Ivlany have hazard
warning stripes on the extension guard as shown. Handrails should be white or
yellow, jib hooks and chains can be painted with gunmetal.

Some are also fitted with light brackets, which are represented on the etch and
can be glued in position as shown. Fitjib hooks and stabilising chains (either
taught or slack) if requried.

Fitting to the Wagon
A template is included on the etch to make drl ling the holes for the cranes
and handrails easief,

Fold template, then hold in place and use a pin to mark the appropriate drill
holes ror the handrails you are fitti19.

Then, either siide handrail between crane mast and tensioning
piston and glue into pre-drilled holes as one assembly (A).

Positioning of the Cranes
In serulce, wagons have been noted with the jibs in a variety of positions, and
with as many as four on a single wagon. These sketches are based on
photographic evidence; there are certainly other configurations. Salmons with
jibs should also be fitted with a full five bolsters and paired stanchions to prevent
track hitting the cranes in transit. [4ost have handrails but, again, designs vary -

sometimes different types are present on the same wagon; three common
designs are included with this pack,

Single lib
Usually central.

Twin Jibs
Most common. Jibs
positioned above
root of trusses.

Twin Jibs
Less common is
this configuration
with jibs over the
bog ies

Oi if the handrail will not fit, cut handrail in half as
shown and glue into position after crane is fixed
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Three Jibs
Chai ns a re also
shown here for
illustrative
pu rposes.

Four Jibs
Inner pair of jibs
directly above truss
su p ports,
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Template and Pin
used to create

positioning holes


